Abstract. The manual development of large knowledge systems is a difficult and error-prone task. In order to facilitate extensions to an existing knowledge base the structural design of the implemented knowledge needs to be improved from time to time. However, experts are often deterred even from important design improvements since some restructurings are too complex to handle. In this paper, we introduce a framework that allows for automated refactorings. Refactoring methods are well-defined and are executed in a semi-automated way. In this manner, the developer is supported during the process of restructuring of even large knowledge bases. Refactoring methods are usually applied to improve the design of the knowledge base; in this paper, we sketch some design anomalies that identify poor design of the knowledge base.
Introduction
Although knowledge systems have been established in many domains over the last years, the development and maintenance of such systems is still a costly and timeconsuming task. Large knowledge systems are commonly build in a manual way, i.e., domain specialists are modeling the knowledge bases by hand and formalize the knowledge using specialized tools. Also the maintenance and extension of the knowledge bases is usually done by the specialists themselves.
In the last years we have gained experience in projects with building large diagnostic knowledge systems, mainly in the medical domain. For example, the HEPATOCON-SULT system [4] is a publicly available consultation and documentation system for the diagnosis of liver diseases. A subsystem of HEPATOCONSULT is the SONOCONSULT system [10] , which is in routine use in the DRK-hospital in Berlin/Köpenick, Germany. The practical installation of further systems, such as the ECHODOC system [13] (formerly QUALITEE), in a hospital environment is currently implemented.
An important aspect of knowledge system development is the continuous adaptation and extension of already deployed knowledge bases. Often, these modifications consider the improvement of the knowledge base design, i.e., the simplification and generalization of certain aspects of the available knowledge. However, changing existing and often large knowledge bases is not a simple problem, since unstructured modifications can cause unexpected deficiencies and errors. Let Ω Q be the universe set of all questions available in the application domain. The type of a question q ∈ Ω Q depends on the domain dom(q), i.e. the range of values for the answers to the question q. The value range can define -numerical values for reals or integers, -symbolic values with either one-choice or multiple-choice answers, and -arbitrary content for text answers. The assignment of a value v ∈ dom(q) to a question q ∈ Ω Q is called a finding, and we define Ω F to be the set of all possible findings in the given problem domain; a finding f ∈ Ω F is denoted by q:v. Each finding f is defined as a possible input of a diagnostic knowledge system. Questions concerning specific areas of the application domain are grouped into question sets. A question set Q contains a list of questions that are semantically related, i.e. Q ⊆ Ω Q .
A diagnosis is representing a possible output of a diagnostic knowledge system. We define Ω D to be the universe of all possible diagnoses for a given problem domain. With respect to a given problem a diagnosis d ∈ Ω D is assigned to a symbolic state dom(d) = {not probable, unclear , suggested , probable} .
A case is defined as a tuple c = ( F c , D c ), where F c ⊂ Ω F is a set of findings given as input to the case. Often F c is also called the set of observed findings for the given case. The set D c ⊆ Ω D contains the diagnoses describing the solution of the case c. The set of all possible cases for a given problem domain is denoted by Ω C . We call a collection of cases CB ⊆ Ω C a case base.
A rule r = cond (r) → action(r) consists of a rule condition cond (r) containing disjunctions, conjunctions, and/or negations of arbitrary findings F ∈ Ω F or assigned diagnosis states, and a rule action action(r), that is executed if the rule condition evaluates to true in a given case. The rule is called an abstraction rule, if the action assigns a value v ∈ dom(q) to a question q ∈ Ω Q . Alternatively, an action d:s of a scoring rule can assign a certainty score s to a given diagnosis d ∈ Ω D . The dialog of the system, i.e., presenting questions and question sets to the user, is controlled by indication rules; such rules indicate a list of questions or a list of question sets in their rule action. We define Ω R to be the universe of all possible rules for a given universe of diagnoses Ω D and a given universe of questions Ω Q ; we call R ⊆ Ω R a rule base.
A Framework for Refactoring Methods
When a knowledge system is build in an evolutionary way the design of the knowledge base needs to be improved by refactorings from time to time. The refactoring is motivated by the fact that the knowledge base is extended incrementally and consequently the knowledge design becomes messy. Furthermore, the use of the knowledge system in a real life environment can reveal overdetailed or unused knowledge objects, such as unneeded diagnoses or questions that are never answered. However, since the modification of (large) knowledge bases can be a difficult and error-prone task it is suggestive to propose structured approaches for such modifications.
It is worth mentioning, that refactoring methods differ from ordinary knowledge modifications: Refactoring methods provide an exact procedure describing the particular modification of the knowledge base, and they include all possible consequences for connected knowledge elements. For example, with the modification of a knowledge object the required adaptations and possible conflicts for the implemented knowledge are described. With the adaptation of such knowledge also the adjustment of the accompanying test knowledge is discussed.
Furthermore, refactoring methods differ from ordinary modifications with respect to their tight connection with automated test methods. For an automated application of tests the expected result of a test needs to be known beforehand. A commonly used automated test method is empirical testing, i.e., running a collection of previously solved cases and comparing the stored solution with the result derived by the knowledge system. There exist further tests that could be executed without any additional test knowledge like cases, e.g., anomaly testing [15] . The general procedure for the application of refactoring methods is as follows:
1. The actual refactoring is motivated by the detection of a design anomaly, or by a complex extension of the knowledge base. 2. An appropriate refactoring method is selected for the task.
3. An automated test suite is used for inspecting the valid behavior of the knowledge base. A refactoring cannot be applied, if the tests uncover an invalid behavior. 4. The refactoring method is performed with respect to the mechanics given in the methods description. 5. After the successful application of the method the test suite is again used for validating the behavior of the knowledge base. The method can only applied successfully if no errors have occurred. In the context of this paper we consider rules and cases as possible representations for diagnostic knowledge. It is worth noticing, that case-based knowledge is not only suitable for diagnostic reasoning, but can be also used as test knowledge, e.g. by the application of empirical testing. In the next section we sketch some situations that typically point to design anomalies in the knowledge base. Based on such anomalies the knowledge base can be refactored in order to improve the design.
Design Anomalies in Knowledge Bases
With the manual construction of knowledge systems the design of the knowledge base often becomes complex over the time. For example, the level of detail for some findings turns out to be too specialized or findings/diagnoses are contained in the knowledge base, but are actually not used. Since refactorings are applied in order to simplify knowledge design it is important to discuss some typical examples of bad knowledge design. Such design anomalies are related to the classical definition of anomalies, e.g. described for rule bases by Preece and Shinghal [15] . Here, the knowledge base is checked for containing redundant, ambivalent or circular rules. According to Preece and Shinghal anomalies are not errors but are symptoms for probable errors in a knowledge base. Analogously, Iglezakis et al. [11, 18] introduced quality measures for the detection of design anomalies for case-based knowledge. In the context of this paper we focus on areas in the knowledge base that are mainly responsible for worsening the knowledge design. The understandability and maintainability of the system can be improved by modifying these areas, which we call design anomalies. In software engineering research design anomalies are often identified as bad smells in software code as described by Fowler [5] ; we have adapted the concept of bad smells to knowledge design, and synonymously use the terms bad smell and design anomaly.
Although no exact metrics can be given for identifying such smells we want to introduce some situations in which a bad smell is probable. We do not give an exhaustive list of design anomalies but sketch some typical settings that are smelly.
Lazy Knowledge Object. The use of the implemented knowledge objects like findings and diagnoses is an important issue for the design of knowledge systems. If the finding or diagnosis is never used or used very infrequently in the real life environment, then the deletion of the object should be considered in order to simplify the knowledge design; fewer objects included in the knowledge base improve its simplicity. In such a case the methods REMOVEDIAGNOSIS and REMOVEQUESTION are appropriate refactorings. However, such an anomaly should be considered very carefully: of course, detected diagnoses or questions that are used very infrequently but can be used functionally in the problem domain, usually should not be removed from the knowledge base. Nevertheless, the detection of a lazy object can identify abandoned entities that have no more a functional meaning in the present version of the system, and can be therefore deleted without reducing the derivational power of the system.
Overdetailed Question. For a choice question the range of possible values may be too detailed in the used application. For example, the developer of the system has defined the five values in dom(temperature) = {very low , low , normal , high, very high} for a question temperature. During the following development of the knowledge base it turns out that a less detailed value range with only three possibilities is more suitable, e.g., low, normal, and high. In such cases, the method COARSENVALUERANGE can be used. Alternatively, the level of detail can be reduced by converting a question with a numerical domain into a choice question with a discrete and ordered value range; then, the refactoring method TRANSFORMNUMINTOOC is appropriate.
Lengthy Dialog. If the end user has to enter the findings manually, then the dialog efficiency of the knowledge system is an important issue to consider. Lengthy dialogs with many unnecessary questions are often perceived to be annoying and can critically affect the practical success of the implemented system. If the dialog turns out to be too long and too verbose for the end users, then the method EXTRACTABSTRACTION can be used to replace a list of original questions by a single, semantically equivalent and abstracted question. Alternatively, the method EXTRACTQUESTIONSET can be used to divide a large question set into a list of smaller questionnaires. Further modifications can improve the dialog capabilities by omitting extracted question sets that are perceived to be irrelevant.
Finding Clump. The rules defining the diagnostic knowledge for particular diagnoses frequently contain the same collection of findings. The design of the rule base may be simplified, if this clump of findings is substituted by a single finding representing an abstraction of the jointly occurring findings, i.e., using the EXTRACTABSTRACTION method. Then, complex rule conditions can be simplified by replacing the finding clump with the abstraction finding. However, the finding clump is very difficult to eliminate if the combined occurrence of the findings mean a disproportionate confirmation or disconfirmation of a diagnosis. It is very difficult, to map such reenforcing observations to a single abstraction, automatically.
Besides the bad smells mentioned above there exist various others mainly depending on the actual knowledge representation. For detecting some of the sketched design anomalies we can provide simple tests, e.g., using a sufficiently large case base with real life cases lazy objects can be easily identified by counting their occurrences in the cases. A question can be assumed to be overdetailed, if there exist similar rules, i.e., rules with equivalent rule action that only differ in assigned question values contained in the rule condition. In the following section we introduce the refactoring methods COARSENVALUERANGE and EXTRACTQUESTIONSET in detail and briefly describe other methods related to the described design anomalies.
A Catalog of Refactoring Methods
Refactoring methods are defined in a template-like from in order to allow for a convenient and simple application. Each refactoring method is described by the following seven elements.
Name
A short and meaningful name is chosen in order to simplify the identification of the particular methods. The names are used to build a vocabulary of refactoring methods.
Summary
A description of the method summarizing the functionality of the refactoring method.
Motivation
A collection of situations in which this refactoring method should be applied, e.g. referring to design anomalies.
Consequences
A report of experienced conflicts and restrictions, when applying this refactoring method. Additionally, hints are given as workarounds in the case of a conflict.
Mechanics
A description of the actual refactoring method in an algorithmic and step-wise style. Example A simple example is given depicting the application of the refactoring method. Related methods An enumeration of related (e.g. inverse) refactoring methods.
Using this framework we can define a catalog of refactoring methods describing the particular modifications of a knowledge base in more detail. The developer can decide about an appropriate refactoring by simply browsing the catalog and retrieving the possible conflicts given in the consequences section.
The consequences of each refactoring strongly depends on the applied knowledge representation. In the context of this paper we only consider rule-based and case-based knowledge as possible representations; in [1] we also discussed the consequences for further types of knowledge, e.g. causal set-covering models. In the following, we provide (shortened) catalog entries of the methods COARSENVALUERANGE and EXTRAC-TQUESTIONSET.
COARSENVALUERANGE
Reduce the size of the value range of a choice question in order to scale down the granularity -interactive tool support can be provided.
Motivation
Often domain experts start implementing the ontological knowledge with choice questions providing detailed value ranges. During ongoing development the value range of some questions turns out to be unnecessarily precise, e.g. an overdetailed question. Furthermore, a smaller value range may simplify the dialog for the endusers, e.g. a lengthy dialog.
Consequences
Let q ∈ Ω Q be the selected choice question with value range dom(q). For the execution of the method the developer has to specify a transformation function t : dom(q) → dom (q), which maps the values of the original value range to the values of the reduced value range. Redundancies and conflicts can be caused due to the mapping to a smaller value range. The applied knowledge, i.e. the rule base R and case base CB , is investigated in oder to detect conflicts. The following conflicts can arise:
Rule-Based Knowledge
Creation of identical sub-conditions: Due to the refactoring two rules with identical sub-conditions can be created.
Choice question, or condition For choice questions the rule condition can contain an or condition of two equivalent sub-conditions that were originally referring to different choice values and have been mapped to the same value. One of the two equivalent subconditions can be deleted automatically in order to remove this redundancy.
Multiple-choice question, and condition
If the refactored question is a multiple-choice question, then the rule condition can contain an and condition of two equivalent sub-conditions targeting the same transformed choice value. This redundancy can be automatically removed by deleting one of the equivalent sub-conditions.
Creation of identical conditions:
The refactoring method modified two rules so that their conditions are equal. This can cause ambivalent and redundant rules.
Redundant rules
If all rules with identical rule condition contain an equal rule action, then all except one rule can be deleted automatically.
Ambivalent rules
The refactoring method can cause a conflict by creating ambivalent rules, i.e., rules with equal rule condition but different rule action. Abstraction rules: A different value of the same question is derived by two rules with the same condition. The rules are presented to the user in order to resolve this conflict by manual adaptation. Scoring rules: There exist two rules with identical rule condition, that derive a (different) state for a single diagnosis. By default, the rules are replaced with a newly created scoring rule with the same rule condition and a score aggregated from the original scores. However, the aggregated rule is presented to the user for a subsequent adaptation.
Case-Based Knowledge
Similarity knowledge needs to be adapted according to the transformation function. Refactored cases can cause redundant and ambivalent cases. Identical cases If two cases c, c ∈ CB have an identical set of findings and an equal set of diagnoses, i.e., F c = F c and D c = D c , then by default the cases remain in the case base, and the developer has to decide manually about a possible deletion.
Ambivalent cases
If two cases c, c ∈ CB have an identical set of findings but a different set of diagnoses, i.e., F c = F c and D c = D c , then by default the cases remain in the case base. However, for specialized case bases, e.g., defining test cases, ambivalence denotes a semantic contradiction, and therefore this conflict can require the method to be canceled.
Mechanics
The refactoring method is performed by the following procedure: 1. Apply the test suite to the knowledge system and abort, if errors are reported. 2. Select the choice question q ∈ Ω Q for which the value range dom(q) should be reduced; define a new value range dom (q) for q; |dom (q)| < |dom(q)|. 3. Define a transformation function t : dom(q) → dom (q), which maps the original values v ∈ dom(q) to the new values v ∈ dom (q). Usually, dom (q) ⊂ dom(q) and t(v) = v for all v ∈ dom (q). 4. Adapt the available test knowledge with respect to the new value range dom (q), e.g., modify test cases containing findings q:v. 5. Modify the knowledge attached to question q according to the transformation function t. During the mapping of the values of q check for conflicts as described in the Consequences section. 6. Apply the test suite to the refactored knowledge system and cancel the refactoring method, if errors are reported; alternatively start a debug session.
Example
The one-choice question "temperature" (temp) with the value range dom(temp) = {very low , low , normal , high, very high} is too detailed and should be simplified by the value range
The developer defines a transformation function t given by the following The rule r 1 contains a redundant sub-condition and is further reduced. Since the rule r 2 and r 3 are equal we also remove rule r 3 . We obtain the following final rules: 
Motivation
The number of questions contained in one question set may accumulate during the continuous development of the ontological knowledge. In order to facilitate a more compact and meaningful representation of the available questions large question sets can be partitioned into smaller chunks containing semantically related questions. If the lengthy dialog smell is detected, then this method is often applied as a first step. In subsequent steps the rules indicating the extracted question sets are modified in order to provide an optimized and reduced dialog.
Consequences
The behavior of the implemented dialog is affected, since extracted questions are not indicated any more. Let Q = {q 1 , . . . , q n } be the original question set with q i ∈ Ω Q , and Q = {q k , . . . , q m } be the questions extracted from Q, i.e., Q ⊆ Q.
Indication Rules
During the execution of the refactoring method we need to consider all indication rules targeting the question set Q. All rules indicating Q are modified so that they are also indicating the extracted question set Q . Here, the order of indication is an important aspect: If the first question of the extraction set is the first question of the original question set Q, i.e., q k = q 1 , then we indicate Q before Q; otherwise, Q is indicated before Q . With this procedure the original indication sequence often can be preserved. If follow-up questions q ∈ Q are extracted without their parent question, then indication rules targeting q are modified so that they are indicating the extracted question set Q .
Mechanics
The refactoring method is performed by the following procedure: 1. Apply the test suite to the knowledge system and abort, if errors are reported. Especially, consider the test knowledge for the dialog behavior. 2. Select the question set Q and define the question set Q = {q k , . . . , q m } with q i ∈ Q to be extracted. 3. Create a new question set Q at the position after the question set Q.
4. Move questions {q k , . . . , q m } to the question set Q . 5. Modify indication rules that target the original question set Q and follow-up questions contained in Q (see Consequences section). 6. Apply the test suite to the refactored knowledge system and cancel the restructuring method, if errors are reported; alternatively start a debug session. Especially, consider the test knowledge for the dialog behavior.
Example
The question set "lab tests" (labtest) with questions "red blood cell" (rbc), "white blood cell" (wbc), "lt1", and "lt2" should be simplified; labtest = { rbc, wbc, lt1 , lt2 } .
The questions "rbc" and "wbc" should be extracted to a new question set considering the blood parameters (bp). The following rule is contained in the knowledge base
With the transformation we obtain the question sets labtest = { lt1 , lt2 } and bp = { rbc, wbc }, and the rule is modified as follows
The generated question set is indicated before the original question set because the first question of "labtest", i.e. the question "rbc", is extracted to "bp".
Related Methods

COMPOSEQUESTIONSETS (inverse).
Further Refactoring Methods
We briefly sketch the following refactoring methods REMOVEDIAGNOSIS, REMOVE-QUESTION, TRANSFORMNUMINTOOC, and EXTRACTABSTRACTION.
REMOVEDIAGNOSIS and REMOVEQUESTION. These methods are executed if the corresponding diagnosis or question was detected as a lazy object. However, simply deleting the object can cause conflicts within the related knowledge. For example, if the object is contained in a rule condition, then the developer has to decide (e.g., by a default value) whether to delete the entire rule or only the affected sub-conditions. Furthermore, the deletion of the objects can cause deficiencies, such as ambivalent or redundant cases. Default settings can support the developer by removing deficient cases automatically.
TRANSFORMNUMINTOOC. This refactoring method converts a numerical question into an one-choice question, and is only applicable if the numerical value range can be disjointly partitioned given the available knowledge for the numerical question. Otherwise, the method is aborted. The generated partitions are mapped to choice values. Consequently, the generated value range is an ordered sequence. Notice, that often a post-processing of the generated partitions is reasonable, e.g., by defining a more coarse value range. Rule conditions containing the numerical questions are mapped to a choice value according to the disjunctive partition. Analogously, findings contained in cases are mapped to a choice finding. With a given definition of the partition this method can be fully automated.
EXTRACTABSTRACTION. A conjunction F of findings can be aggregated into an abstract finding f using the EXTRACTABSTRACTION refactoring method:
1. A new rule is created: the rule action is f , and the rule condition is given by F . 2. All rules using F in their rule condition are modified such that the modified rule condition contains f instead.
Case-based knowledge is not changed by the EXTRACTABSTRACTION method by default, i.e., the aggregated findings are not replaced with the abstract finding f . More generally, we can introduce rules of the form
where the X i are variable symbols which can be instantiated by values v i ∈ dom(q i ), for refactoring several rules at the same time. If a rule condition contains a conjunction F = q 1 :v 1 ∧ . . . ∧ q n :v n which is an instance of the condition of r, then we can replace it by the corresponding instance f = q:(v 1 , . . . , v n ) of the action of r. Observe that the domain of the new abstract question q is the cross product of the domains of the original questions: dom(q) = dom(q 1 ) × . . . × dom(q n ). In many cases a subsequent editing of the modified rules r and the abstract question q by the user is necessary. E.g., using COARSENVALUERANGE we can condense the cross product to a simpler domain.
Automated Refactorings with d3web.KnowME
The system d3web.KnowME is a highly integrated workbench for the development of diagnostic knowledge systems. d3web.KnowME is the successor of the knowledge acquisition tool of D3 [16] , which has been successfully applied in many medical, technical, and other domains. The workbench offers visual editors for implementing various types of knowledge, e.g., heuristic rules, case-based knowledge, and model-based approaches. Furthermore, the development process is supported by an automated test tool and a (preliminary) refactoring browser. The significance of combining refactoring methods with automated tests during the development of knowledge systems was discussed in [2] . The implementation of the test tool provides advanced methods for the identification of bad smells, e.g. lazy knowledge objects or integrity tests for detecting anomalies in knowledge. Furthermore, the correctness of the knowledge can be validated by, e.g., empirical testing and unit cases. The refactoring browser is under development, and currently only offers simple methods for the extraction/composition of question sets and for the modification of the type of questions, e.g. transforming a multiple-choice question into a set of semantically equivalent yes/no questions. A further extension of the browser by more sophisticated methods, that consider an interactive resolution of generated conflicts, is planned and will be available in the near future. A recent version of the d3web system can be downloaded at http://www.d3web.de.
Conclusion
We have introduced a structured approach for the automated modification of diagnostic knowledge systems. Refactoring methods are very useful for changing the design of (large) knowledge bases. When compared to refinement techniques the main goal of the presented methods is not the improvement of the system's accuracy, but the design of the implemented knowledge. Such refactorings of the knowledge are commonly initiated by the developer and are motivated by design anomalies detected in the design of the knowledge base. Furthermore, the knowledge is often restructured in order to facilitate a simplified extension of the knowledge base in a subsequent step. In large knowledge systems design changes are complex and error-prone. For this reason, developers commonly avoid even important changes. We propose to use automated tools for these tasks but claim that structural approaches for the modification of knowledge are a necessary requirement for the application of automated tools. Thus, a method can be supported by interactive wizards that perform the implied adaptations.
The automatization of the refactoring and consequent adaptations allows for the accomplishment of even complex changes of a knowledge base, that were very difficult to perform manually in the past. For example, the reduction of a symbolic value range (performed by the method COARSENVALUERANGE) can imply the change of hundreds of rules and thousands of test cases if applied to a real world knowledge base. Hence, such modifications were not performed in the past, even if indicated by experience gained by a real world application of the system. Due to the limited space a comprehensive catalog of typical refactorings could not be given in this paper; only two refactorings methods were described and some others were sketched. In [1] more methods are introduced in detail and in conjunction with the implications for rule-based, case-based, and set-covering knowledge. Furthermore, appropriate test methods for the refactoring methods are discussed.
We have described refactoring methods that consider the modification of small spots of the knowledge base. In the future we are planning to work on larger methods, i.e., big refactorings, that are applied in order to modify the entire design of the knowledge base. A promising motivation for big refactorings is the integration of knowledge formalization patterns. The idea of knowledge formalization patterns [17] is comparable to design patterns [6] known from software engineering, by providing a guideline for the developers on how to formalize and structure their knowledge. Appropriate refactoring methods can support the developer in modifying an existing knowledge base so that it complies with the specification of a pattern.
